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Remove all Pay cards from the deck.
Shuffle and deal two cards to each player.

Deal six cards to the Street.
With each card, adjust the Market.

Determine the starting player.
Give players £10, £11, £12, etc.

Shuffle the Pay cards into the deck.
Play will continue until eight Pay

cards have been revealed.
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1: All of your Loans pay.
2: You may buy and sell Loans.

3: You may influence the Market.
4: If there are six Loans in the Street,

draw one of them into your hand.

Refill the Street and adjust the Market.
If one Pay card is drawn, pay Loans.

(If this was the 8th Pay, the game ends.)
Subsequent Pay cards are recycled.
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8 3

Charles & Drew Tact 
And Associates

Charles & Drew Tact &  
Assoc. provide financial

assistance to destitute
farmers, unemployed

circus clowns, and
other souls who are
notoriously unlikely 

to pay them back.

11 4

J. Watkins Reed

Jeremiah Watkins Reed
controls the largest
pool of Moroccan
dirhams in the 
British Isles. 
He is therefore in 
constant need 
of financial aid. 

14 5

Alborough Financial

Banker and financier 
Satchel Alborough 

requires the sum 
of £14 in order

to underwrite a
daring expedition
to Everest, Africa,
and perhaps even

 the South Pole.
 

9 3

James and Wilson
Wirington

Longtime financial moguls of
London, the Wiringtons have

recently run short of petty cash.

12 4

Hawley & Hotkins

Frank Hawley and 
Jerome Hotkins 

seek outside
investors for a 
promising new 

financial service 
called “Promising 

Financial Services.”

15 5

Zack Hebrides

No stranger to swings 
of fate, the inimitable
Zacharias Hebrides
is infamous within 
his own circles for
occasionally risking
his entire fortune 
on a single game 
of Stick and Ball.

10 3

Tony Lago

A dazzling investor and
financier, Anthony Lago
requires the sum
of £10 from a
trustworthy but
unbiased source
for the resolution
of an embarrassing
private matter.

13 4

Gustav D’Ordnrlly

Questionable business ethics 
and an unpronounceable last
name don’t prevent 
Gustav D’Ordnrlly 
from  borrowing 
money whenever 
he likes.

16 5

National Securities
of Dover, Ltd.

Davit Verdant Ainsworth,
Administrator General
of National Securities 
of Dover, Limited, 
requires the sum of
£16 to bring his own
failing wooden boat
factory back from the
brink of disaster.



6 3

Donald Lewis
Porchmouth

Vice Chairman 
of Continental 

Shredding, D. L. 
Porchmouth seeks 

a loan of £6 on 
behalf of his

unconvincing 
butler, Zanzibar
Nightingale III. 

9 3

Corton L. Donfudly

Textiles mogul Corton
L. Donfudly seeks a 

modest loan of £9 
in order to pursue an
education in the fine
arts, specifically the 

fine art of attracting 
desirable women 

through hypnosis. 

12 4

Darbender and Fluff

Cardamom Orcas
Darbender and 

Selvedge Gaines Fluff 
seek the sum of £12 

for the immediate 
prosecution of 

several minor legal 
matters, including

two expedited
name changes.

7 3

Fenris Warmbley

Brilliant but near-
sighted simulacrum 
inventor Fenris Roy 
Warmbley seeks an 
investment of £7 
in order to develop 
the next generation 
of lifelike robotic 
helpmates.

10 4

McGraw Steel

Darwin “Turk” 
McGraw seeks a 

loan of £10 to help 
defray expenses 

associated with an 
unending stream of 

frivolous worker
safety lawsuits.

13 5

Darkins Wire & Tack

The multifarious woes of
Umbrage Darkins cannot

easily be enumerated.
Suffice it to say that a 

paltry loan of £13 will
hardly be sufficient to
remedy them all, but 

should buy him a week’s
respite and perhaps a 

warm bowl of soup.

8 3

Kemper Edibles

Tarwerd Kemper seeks
a loan of £8 with the
goal of improving his
chain of famous donut
shoppes to include hot
coffee, fresh cookies,
and sanitary conditions
more befitting the needs
of his exacting clientele.

11 4

Welles Case Co.

Gadsworth Overland 
Welles, of the Welles 
Case Co., finds 
himself in need of 
immediate financial 
assistance, owing to
a string of unlikely
losses at the casino
in Monte Carlo.

14 5

Wagoner - North
Rock & Tile Co.

Between frequent outings 
to Mallorca, cellars filled 

with exotic wines, and 
an absurd collection 

of rare Swiss timepieces, 
Grady Shaftes-Wagoner 
has managed to lose all 
connection to the value 

of money.



4 2

Noxworth Chemicals

“Honest” Henry Carbone of
Noxworth Chemicals, Ltd. 

seeks a loan of £4 to
help remediate the

catastrophic impact 
of a recent mishap

at his Sandhurst
fertilizer depot.

7 3

Captain Horley Moon

Terrified of being attacked
by another giant squid, 
Captain Horley Moon
requires a loan of
£7 to outfit his
90-foot brigantine
with the latest
in anti-squid
measures.

10 4

Northern Face
Consolidated

Zarzak Dharzmik,
director of publicity

for Northern Face
Consolidated, seeks 

a loan of £10 to help
convince his clients

that the company is
headquartered in

the Western World.

5 2

Luffington Freight

Stern Wallbrook, Quartermaster
at Luffington Freight, seeks a loan 
of £5 to help insure a cargo of fresh 

Egyptian prunes.

8 3

Westland Freight

Lloyd Birken, first mate on the 
Skittish, requires the sum of £8 
to transport a cord of bibles to 

El Salvador.

11 4

Midday Transport

Geoffrey Buydollar requires the 
sum of £11 to allow his agents in 
Curaçao to enjoy many delights 

demanded by local custom. 

6 3

Occidental Transport

With new offices in Fraddam,
Dewlish, and Mavis Enderby, the 

growing concern of Occidental 
Transport finds itself with a 
surfeit of growing concerns.

9 4

San Lucas, Ltd.

A dearth of dock workers has 
driven Carlo San Lucas to hire a 
trio of streetwalkers to handle 

his precious cargo.

12 4

Round the World
Freight Lines

Gregory Bailiwick requires the
modest sum of £12 to finance a
three-year circumnavigation
of the globe with the
intent of properly
aging a hundred 
barrels of cognac.



4 2

Sal the Cheater

A lifetime tinhorn and 
card sharp, Salazar 

Croodle now wishes to 
“go straight,” which in

his opinion means to 
establish a makeshift 

gambling hall in the 
sewers beneath 
Woolsey Street.

4 2

Florence Dampfzug

Florence Dampfzug
desires the modest

sum of £4 to help
restore and grow
her collection of

antique dolls and
sausage-making

equipment.

6 3

Jean-Michel DuParc

A noted aficionado 
of London’s public 

spaces, artist 
Jean-Michel DuParc 

seeks a loan of £6 
in order to buy some 

clean clothes and 
perhaps sleep in

a real bed.

3 1

Conningway
Breathminster

Conningway Breathminster
desires a loan of £3 to help
wage a campaign of terror

on the local bakery, 
which has ceased to

make his favorite
variety of pie.

5 2

Louise, Fern, and
Daliah Grout

The Grout Sisters seek a loan
of £5 to renovate their 
mother’s stately home, 
in the hopes of 
entertaining a 
surprising list 
of London’s
influential
elite.

7 3

Lewis the Bum

Notorious gangster and
lowlife Lewis the Bum

seeks a loan of £7 
to finance his 

campaign 
for a seat in 

the House of 
Commons.

3 1

Drunk Mike

Drunk Mike
Bonningfield 
requires a loan 
of £3 in order to
drink, get drunk,
and fall down.

5 2

Donald the Leech

Donald the Leech seeks 
a loan of £5 in order 
to assist the most 
privileged of London 
society in their 
secret quest to 
be rid of their
most valuable  
possessions.

8 4

Samantha LeCall

Samantha LeCall 
is moved by the
innocence and 
adaptability of
children, and
requires a loan of 
£8 to help establish 
a new refuge for 
orphaned youths.



5 2

Fat Donald
Hellerman

Donald Hellerman requires the 
modest sum of £5 to assist in the 
education of his useless elder son.

6 3

Jonathan Duff

“The Amazing Duff ”
seeks a paltry £6 to
build the apparatus

for his newest and
most innovative 

illusion, “The
Vanishing Shapely

Young Female.”

9 4

Florence and
Chico Rutlege

Unbeknownst to
their domineering
parents, Florence
and Chico have
eloped, and now
seek to establish
a new home in a
desirable Molesby
neighborhood.

5 2

Cyrus Grond

A delicate soul with a 
penchant for fits of

screaming, Cyrus 
Grond requires a 

loan of £5 to settle a
certain matter with

a local wig shop. 

7 3

Hettie McCallister

Hettie McCallister
requests the sum of 

£7 to pursue her
lifelong dream of

performing a violin 
concerto of her own 
composition before 

the crowned 
heads of 
Europe.

10 4

Howard Voorhaus II

Pianist and jewel 
thief Howard 
Voorhaus II
requires a 
loan of £10 in 
preparation
for a journey
to historic
Salzburg.

6 3

Gwendolyn Strype

Gwendolyn Strype 
seeks a loan of £6 to 

travel the globe in 
search of a husband 

who will steal her 
away from this life 

of soul-crushing 
solitude into an 

impossible paradise 
of love and leisure.

8 3

Estelle Panache

An accomplished woman of letters 
and resourceful philanthropist, 
Estelle Panache requires 
a loan of £8 in 
order to publish a
scathing rebuke
of the new
ink tax.

11 4

Davis Wilson Davis

Long a respected
member of London
Society, D.W.
Davis seeks a loan
of £11 in order to
confidentially
resolve a delicate
indiscretion.



5 2

Meade and Meade,
Attys. at Law

Recently entrusted with their first
case, the law firm of Meade and 

Meade find themselves 
lacking the

requisite
cash for

the usual 
bribes and

payoffs.

6 2

Old Man
Plumknerdly

Wallace Plumknerdly
is an outspoken law 

professor whose 
students think

the world of him,
ignorant as they are 

of his runaway drinking 
and reckless spending 

on legal textbooks.

8 3

The Hon. Rev. Ld.
Roland Glimbley

His Lordship the Hon.
Reverend Lord Roland
Glimbley III seeks a
loan of £8 to defer 
the rising costs of
his failed gum tree
plantation in West
Virginia.

5 2

Fanlow Dickerson

Specializing in lost
monkeys, driveway
theft, semi-seemly
conduct, and the
miscategorization of
imported vegetables,
Fanlow Dickerson is
in constant need of
financial support.

7 3

Henry Yacht

Henry Taft Yacht, avid
beekeeper and trial 
lawyer, requires a 
loan of £7 to
purchase a strain
of exotic Spanish
bees for his clover
farm in Flimby.

9 3

Calvinrude
Feesbargain

Recently promoted to
senior partner in his

prestigious firm,
Calvinrude Fees-
bargain requires 

an advance of £9
to acquire a new 

wardrobe and a more
expensive mistress.

6 2

Worldly McFife

Daring to set out on his own,
Worldly McFife requires

the sum of £6 to
found his own

law practice in
Papworth

Everard.

7 3

Bucknell Sedge

Recently departed from the 
law firm of Hasty, Sedge, 
and Feesbargain, Bucknell 
Sedge requires the sum 
of £7 to open a new 
law practice, under
the title “Sedge 
Law Only.”

10 4

Taylor, Nags, Groat,
and Cruxley

The law firm of Taylor, Nags, Groat, 
and Cruxley seeks a loan of £10 

simply to remove the money from
circulation in an effort to curb the

development of local business.


